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Despite the fears of her own future, local
British Airways Cabin Crew Hannah Philpot
has been paying tribute in her own special
way to remind the people of Kent how lucky
we are to have our NHS staff looking after
us. Hannah’s normal day job is looking
after passengers on flights onboard British
Airways flights all over the world, but with
the reduction of flights, she wanted to find a
way of showing her support to the staff of
the NHS.
Hannah told The Looker: “I am a Kent
based writer and currently furloughed from
British Airways (Cabin crew). After finishing

my last repatriation flight for BA, I wanted to
start raising money for our NHS Heroes
and help in any way I could. The reason I
am so passionate about helping is that
these selfless, incredible people are risking
their own lives to save us and my gratitude
is reflected in the poetry banners and bag I
have created.”
Trying to come up with ideas as to what
she could do, she started by painting
designs to sell on tote bags which proved
popular.
After this success Hannah said: “I then put
one of my recent NHS supportive poems

Hannah pays tribute to the NHS
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Tell Your
Covid-19
Story
The Looker, would like to
hear your personal
experiences of the Covid-19
crisis. How has it effected
your life, family and
business? Have you found
that there have been some
positives to come out of
these unprecedented times,
or have you been left
struggling to survive?
In our next edition we would
like to hear your story.
How have you got on
spending 24 hours a day
with your partner and
family, has it brought you
closer together, are you
talking more? Or has it
driven you to dispear.
Send your stories to:
David@thelooker.co.uk
Or post to: The Looker, 10
Mulberry Court, Grand
Parade, New Romney,
Kent. TN28 8LZ
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Two weeks seems to have flown by since the last Looker went
out, and I am starting to get to grips with laying out the paper.
I never really know what I am going to say when I write these
columns, I just write what is going on in my mind. And it is
obviously very hard to get away from the main story that has
affected all of us, but instead of concentrating on the
negatives, I always try and think about the positives.
One of the things I actually enjoy is queuing up when I go to
do my weekly shop at Sainsbury’s as it is my only contact with
the outside world for most of the week. The only other time I
get to go out is when we deliver the Looker to the shops,
including several new distribution points.
Despite the lockdown being slightly eased, I think it will be a
long time before life gets back to normal, if ever. In fact I think
we will all be seeing a ‘New Normal’ going forward.
One thing that has changed is that my waist line is getting
bigger, as I am finding that as I am spending most of my time
at home, I am cooking more. I have never had a cooked
breakfast, lunch and dinner every day before, but I’m doing
my best to try and work it off by going out on my bike most
days.
One of the things that we have been looking at doing to help
ensure that The Looker continues is to launch our very own
Looker Loyalty Card. The cards will give the user discounts
and special offers at businesses across our district. As we
head towards the half way point of the year, we have decided
to make the first batch of cards valid until 31st January 2021.
The cards will be a good way of you, the reader, getting
special offers from our advertisers and also offers from some
businesses that may not regularly advertise with us, but happy
to offer services and goods on production of the card.
We will publish monthly special offers in the paper and our
website will list all businesses and the offer that they have.
We are working on the design now, but hope that these cards
will be available from mid-June and they will be priced at £10
each. We will advise where they are available from in the next
edition. Who knows they could end up with the same kudos
as owning a Blue Peter Badge?
It has been so heartening to hear from people asking if we will
bring the Looker Party nights back again. The answer is
obviously yes, but realistically I do not think we will be able to
bring them back until September or October at the very
earliest. But the good news is, we would like to do them every
month through the winter months. So make sure unlike me,
you don’t put too much weight on, so that you’ll fit into your
glad rags again.
Finally, with the lockdown easing, I am
hoping that Vicki Dawson will once
again be soon able to deliver The
Lookers in and around Lydd and Jan
and Richard Holben around
Folkestone, Cheriton and Hawkinge.
They have all been house bound now
for eight weeks and I know in
Vicki’s case, it is the highlight
of her week!

Take care and happy reading.
David & The Looker Team.

Continued from Front Page

on a banner and put a few up at local hospitals. I’ve
had lovely messages from Nurses and Doctors who
are so grateful for the support and said it uplifted
them when arriving and finishing a long shift. I then
had interest from people wanting to buy them - so
added it to my fundraising.”
Local print companies have been very generous in
printing the banners which have popped up all over
the South East.

Tim Hollands of New Romney based Top Banana
Banners told The Looker: “Hannah is a lovely lady
and we were only too happy to help her. The
Banners really do stick out and hopefully show not
only local people, but also NHS staff how much we all
appreciate their hard work.”
Hannah said she really would like to thank the
companies who have helped her raise money by
donating their services - Top Banana Banners (New
Romney), RHS Vehicle Graphics (Maidstone) and
Folkestone Printing donated a handful of banners and
I’ve now reached over the £1,000 mark with the bags
and banners combined.
You can find how to buy one of these unique Tote
Bags or a banner on Facebook or Instagram under
‘Hannah Elizabeth Philpot’.

Totally
Irresponsible
That was what the ring leaders of a
planned ‘protest party’ were
branded by Kent police and
Council officials, after a poster
announcing a planned mass
gathering at both Radnor Park in
Folkestone and the beach invited
people to ’be part of the largest
public gathering since the
lockdown began.’ Claiming that

the lockdown was unlawful,
organisers even goaded the police
and stated that should they try and
remove them from what was
claimed to be a lawful and peaceful
protest. Others have called the
meeting ‘Utterly Stupid’. The event
appears to have been set up by a

group opposing the lockdown
measures introduced since the
outbreak of the coronavirus, and
the Folkestone gathering being
one of many being planned on
social media.
The measures introduced by the
government, call on people to stay
home as much as possible and
only go to work if you can't work
from home and to stay two metres
away from each other.
"We say no to the Coronavirus Bill,
no to the mandatory vaccines, no
to the new normal and no to the
unlawful lockdown", the poster
claimed and even invited
attendees to bring a picnic, some
music and "have some fun and say
yes to life". A similar flyer has
been posted online for an event in
Margate, Maidstone and Ashford
and a different one for Hythe on
the same day, plus many other
locations throughout the UK.
Police have already stated that
they would have a zero tolerance
to any attempt to hold mass
gatherings. Ring leaders and
people who have shared these
posts on social media could face
large fines and possible prison
sentences, if the event goes
ahead.
Folkestone and Hythe MP Damian
Collins said: "I've made Kent
Police aware of these adverts.
Mass gatherings are clearly in
contravention of the government
guidelines and it would be almost
impossible to see how social
distancing rules would be kept.
Events like these will mean that the
lockdown will last longer and the

risk of rising infection levels will
increase. I would urge people not
to attend and I hope that the police
will act if it is clear that the
government guidelines are being
flouted and that this action could
endanger public health."

Similarly, police are calling for
people to stay away from
"inappropriate" gatherings. Kent
Police's Assistant Chief Constable
Claire Nix said: "Members of the
public are encouraged to follow the
latest government advice around
social distancing outside of their
homes and Kent Police officers will
continue to engage with individuals
found breaching those restrictions
to explain why they are necessary
and encourage them to take
personal responsibility for adhering
to them for their own safety and
that of other people.
"Enforcement through penalty
notices will be used as a last
resort. Those organising
inappropriate gatherings as well as
those publicising such events are
also urged to consider their
individual responsibilities for
following government advice and
encouraging others to do so."
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Phil Sterling
GardenService

All it takesisonecall for acompletegardenservice,
that is professionalreliable and friendly. Most of all it is
built around your needs,whether my services beweekly,

fortnightly or monthly, I̓ll alwaysgetthejobdone.

• Paving • Driveways• Decking • GrassCutting
• Fencing• Garden Make Over • Garden Walls

• Pruning • HedgeCutting • Ponds• TreeWork
And muchmore…

Telephone: 01797364952 Mobile: 07548201324
philsterling06@gmail.com

THE PARTY THAT NEVER WASVE DAY CELEBRATIONS

58 High St, Hythe, Kent. CT21 5AT

01303 232575
33 High St, New Romney, Kent. TN28 8BW

01797 363399
enquiries@loulabellesflorist.co.uk
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Telephone:
0800 032 2699

T: 01797 342196
M: 07928534555

e:arter269@btinternet.com
w: www.parterandsonbuilders.co.uk

The Annexe, Sunnyside,
Old House Lane, Brookland,

New Romney TN29 9RN
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After the lockdown: How a
degree of normality could
return to the districts working
life
Measures to combat Covid-19 may include face masks on
transport, physical distancing in offices and sport without
spectators, so The Looker has taken a look at what this could
look like across our district.
First of all, I think the whole district agrees that this has been
unprecedented times for many of us, nothing of this scale has
been witnessed on a international level since the end of the
Second World War.
There will now be the start of political wranglings trying to
apportion blame, about how the NHS was underfunded and
how the country has got by because of the dedication of the
community, many of whom are on minimum wages. The
views we have on professional footballers, who seem very
‘miffed’ at having to take a 20% pay cut to sit in their multi-
million pound mansions and spend all day stuck indoors with
their ex-model wags whilst all they have to do is polish the
collection of Bentleys, also seems to have changes!
First of all, let’s look at some of the positives to come out of
this. Our planet has had time to partially heal as pollution
levels and Co2 emissions are the lowest they have been since
the 1930’s. Less planes are flying and scientists have stated
that the depletion of our ozone layer is reversing. Birds can
now be heard because of the lower traffic levels, and many of
us have taken up walking or riding bikes because we feel we
have had fitness pushed upon us. From a family perspective,
we have been forced to spend more time at home, so we are
talking to our family more, or keeping in touch through social
media.
Some of the negatives are quite obvious. Stress and mental

well-being is at an all-time high, people are worried about
health and wealth of loved ones, or simply that they cannot
see a light at the end of the tunnel. Outreach workers and
groups like the Samaritans and Citizens Advice, have never
been busier. With many schools set to stay only partially open
before the start of the autumn term, the education of students
is a worry. So how will things be different going into the next
stage of this easement of the lockdown?
One of the constants that has been in place since the
beginning of this lockdown is that local companies such as
Stagecoach, have maintained a regular bus service. Taxi’s
and public rail has also done its best to carry on ‘as normal’,
but after just seven or eight weeks, many people are
struggling to realise what ‘normal’ is. Life as we knew it,
certainly will never return to exactly how it was.
The minister for transport, Grant Shapps, has called for
passengers to be compelled to wear masks on public
transport and strict guidelines for private taxi’s. By the time
you read this the government should have released their
‘roadmap to recovery’ and they are coming under increasing
pressure to outline their strategy going forward, for bringing
different sectors of the economy out of the coronavirus
lockdown.
Economists have suggested a “traffic light” system to enable
staggered re-openings, moving from red to amber to green as
business resumes in certain sectors.
Following the example set by Austria which has embraced a
step-by-step approach and small shops and DIY and
gardening centres have been allowed to reopen after almost
six weeks. B&Q have already implemented this with other

larger stores, hotels and restaurants expecting to follow by the
end of May and into June. When restrictions are relaxed in
the UK, normal life will not return, and the government is
expected to introduce new guidelines for an indeterminate
period of time. The majority of companies will have to
implement physical distancing, keeping workers and
customers more than two metres apart from each other.
Wearing face masks in certain indoor workplaces may also be
compulsory. Here are some of the changes various industries
are preparing to put in place.
Transport. The mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, and other
regional mayors are calling for passengers on public transport
to be compelled to wear face masks, as in other cities,
including New York. Transport for London has introduced
boarding on buses via the middle doors only in order to protect
drivers. Wherever possible this practice could be spread
across the whole country. Companies may ask their
employees to begin and end work at different times to avoid
putting the transport network under pressure during rush hour,
or to alternate days working at home. Airlines are also
grappling with the notion of physical distancing on planes.
EasyJet said this week it may leave the middle seat on its
planes empty when travel restrictions are lifted. The carrier’s
chief executive, Johan Lundgren, said it is also considering
measures such as disinfecting its aircraft after every flight.
This will of course add additional expense to travel.
Offices. When
companies reopen their
workspaces, managing
movement in offices will
be key. In open-plan
spaces, workers will
need to sit further apart
at rows of desks, while
one report this week
claimed office workers
could be required to
wear masks and gloves.
Retail. Supermarkets, grocers and other essential retailers
that have remained open during the lockdown introduced
safety measures to keep shoppers and staff apart, including
plastic screens at checkouts, limiting the number of shoppers
allowed inside, and floor markings to keep shoppers apart.
As restrictions are lifted, similar measures are expected to be
introduced in other high street stores.
Food and hospitality. As I write this, three takeaway food
chains, Burger King, KFC and Pret a Manger, have reopened
a limited number of outlets for delivery or takeaway, after
introducing safety measures for their employees. Burger King
says it has given its staff masks and gloves and training on
maintaining distance from each other. The British Beer and
Pub Association (BBPA) says pubs need at least three weeks’
notice to prepare for reopening, for breweries to increase

production, and to bring back furloughed staff and clean
the equipment.
Sport. Golf could be the first sport to return after the
PGA Tour announced plans for four events to take place
without spectators from 11th June. The following month
could see the return of Formula One after Austria’s sports
minister, Werner Kogler, said there would be no
opposition from the government to the Austrian Grand
Prix being held behind closed doors on 5th July. The US
Open tennis tournament could return in August, a final
decision on which is expected by June, and cycling may
also come back, with the Grand Départ of a later-than-
planned Tour de France scheduled for 29th August. In
football, Germany’s top division, the Bundesliga, could
resume behind closed doors as early as May after
players there returned to training a fortnight ago, but
most other leagues remain suspended indefinitely.

News is under threat. Many newspapers are said to be
in a position, where many are said to close down or go
‘online only’ and this could also affect many local titles.
The Looker has managed to keep going purely because
of generous donations from our readers as advertisers
struggle to pay for advertising their businesses. Looker
Editor David Wimble said: “Papers like The Looker, play
a vital part in our community, and especially the older
generations look to it to find out what is going on. We
have managed to maintain our paper by readers who
could afford to donating money. Our advertisers are so
important to us and I hope as the restrictions are lifted,
they will use The Looker to promote their businesses and
reassure customers that the district is still very much
open for business. We are doing everything we can to
keep the paper free across the district, but it has been so
hard, to survive as we fall into the 4% of businesses that
have not been able to claim any financial support at all.”
With many small companies and businesses able to take
advantage of the free grants offered by the government
and paid out by the district council, some businesses are
ready to launch straight back, but other sole traders or
companies that operate on a mobile basis, such as
electricians and plumbers, have had to try and struggle
on and locally several have already folded.
One of the areas expected to be a major boost locally is
tourism, with overseas holidays probably being one of the
last things to return to normal and flights being at high
prices, more and more people are expected to have a
‘staycation’ this year and next and maybe if we have the
good weather a return to the traditional beach holiday.
Tell us how have you been affected by the coronavirus?
Email: info@thelooker.co.uk

If you are in the position to help, The Looker
needs your support so we can keep delivering free
local quality journalism that’s open and
independent.

As we approach our tenth birthday, we would like
to inform our very loyal readers that hopefully we
are here for the long term.

Every reader contribution, however big or small, is
so valuable, to enable us to keep printing your
paper.

Back in the days of
tanners and bobs

By Russell Tillson

When Mothers had patience and Fathers had jobs.
When football team families wore hand me down shoes
And T.V gave only two channels to choose.

Back in the days of three penny bits,
when schools employed nurses to search for your nits.
When snowballs were harmless; ice slides were
permitted and all of your jumpers were warm and hand
knitted.

Back in the days of hot ginger beers,
when children remained so for more than six years.
When children respected what older folks said,
and pot was a thing you kept under your bed.

Back in the days of Listen with Mother,
when neighbours were friendly and talked to each other.
When cars were so rare you could play in the street.
When Doctors made house calls and Police walked the
beat.

Back in the days of Milligan's Goons,
when butter was butter and songs all had tunes.
It was dumplings for dinner and trifle for tea,
and your annual break was a day by the sea.

Back in the days of Dixon's Dock Green
Crackerjack pens and Lyons ice cream.
When children could freely wear National Health glasses,
and teachers all stood at the Front of their classes.

Back in the days of rocking and reeling,
when mobiles were things that you hung from the ceiling.
When woodwork and pottery got taught in schools,
and everyone dreamed of a win on the pools.

Back in the days when I was a lad,
I can't help but smile for the fun that I had.
Hopscotch and roller skates; snowballs to lob.
Back in the days of tanners and bobs.



What happened to my
education?

We can all agree that Covid-19 has impacted daily lives of
everyone on a global scale. As a local student prepared to
undertake my GCSE exams, this unique situation could
alter the outcome of my life forever and will affect all year
groups from Primary School to University.

With the Prime Ministerʼs announcement for exam
cancellations on the 18th of March, thousands of Years 11,
13 and University students were left with floods of
questions all regarding the uncertainty of their futures.
Boris Johnson stated: “After schools shut their gates from
Friday afternoon (20th of March), they will remain closed
until further notice” (with the exception for children of
ʻkey workersʼ). This was the last time that many students
would be seeing each other with people moving on to
their next stage of life, 3 months earlier than planned.
Soon after the announcement, stress, worry and confusion
began to circulate amongst students and teachers alike as
no one until this point realised how the pandemic would
affect education and career choices.

With National lockdown commencing on the 23rd of
March, pupils were forced to adapt their school lives,
learning to use websites such as Microsoft Teams and
Zoom to continue the progress of their education.
However, for members of years 11 & 13 progression in
academic studies came to a halt due to exams being
cancelled. Many pupils in these year groups developed a
lack of motivation, feeling as though all efforts, hard work
and hours of revision were for nothing whilst others were
happy not to set foot in an exam hall ever again. Rumours
and speculation brewed as the government gave
announcements with little detail and as a result people
started filling in knowledge gaps with unofficial
information. Eventually, the Department for Education
stated that GCSE and A-level results will be allocated as
an estimate using a combination of mock exam results,
course work and homework as well as considering work
ethic and behaviour. Students have been given the
opportunity to re take their assessments in the following
academic year due to some not being happy as they
believe that the estimated grades wonʼt be an accurate
representation of their efforts in the build up to exams.
With no previous experience in exam conditions, some
year 11s feel unprepared for the huge leap to studying A-
levels. Whereas some are satisfied with the outcome as
they look to move on with the next chapter of their lives.

As for myself, I am cautiously optimistic as I now advance
onto studying my chosen A-levels; English, History, Music
as well as the Rugby academy at The Marsh Academy
sixth form. I am also delighted to not have to sit another
maths exam! Outside of school, activities that I attend
such as scouts have been cancelled and I can no longer
go fishing. In addition to this my final season at
Folkestone Rugby Club ended prematurely missing
several games and no annual awards evening.

To support the mental wellbeing of students my school,
The Marsh Academy, has been regularly supplying pupils

with activities such as providing preparation work for A-
levels to keep students brains active as well as answering
any concerns and questions to the best of their ability in
these unprecedented times. A recent organized Zoom call
with the school rugby team introduced all players to a
fitness schedule for the lockdown to maintain fitness for
the return of the rugby season.

Last summer, I had the opportunity to represent the
country in the World Scout Jamboree held in West Virginia,
USA. During the event I met lots of people from all areas
across the globe. Using social media to keep in touch, I
have contacted a few of them with regards to how they
are coping with the current pandemic.

Teà aged 16 from Victoria, Australia informed me that
there were over 7000 confirmed cases of coronavirus at
the time and living fairly close to China there was a lot of
concern. The government was quick to implement
international travel lockdown in attempt to stop the
spread of the virus. She feels lucky to live in an isolated
country as they can control the spread easier. As the
problem progressed, her school prepared for lockdown by
learning to use Microsoft Teams until finally the schools
shut.

Noah, aged 17 from Missouri USA finds online schooling
hard and as a result his grades have suffered. In addition
to this he has also lost his job due to redundancies with
the massive down turn in the world economy as we head
into a global recession due to the virus.

Javed aged 16, a regular runner from Qatar can no longer
go out to run, as all outdoor exercises have been banned
due to Qatar having one of the highest rates of cases per
million. His initial reaction to the outbreak was scared and
frightened as members of his family suffer with
underlying health conditions putting them at high risk.
Thankfully they are all currently safe and well.

Szonja, aged 16 from Budapest, Hungry is keen to pursue
a career in the acting industry. She attends a specialist
drama school where she had attended several auditions to
gain entry. Now due to recent circumstances all theatres
were closed meaning that her assessed performances
have been postponed and theory exams are to be
completed online consisting of recorded monologs and
revised scripts. She feels under immense pressure to
succeed as her school keep her on her toes, sending her
40+ emails per day. As well as this she has Zoom
meetings as late as 8-9 pm and the occasional email at
11-12 pm regarding school work.

So, what happens next and what does the future hold for
students in education? Although the answer is uncertain
and we do not know for sure when normal school life will
return, I am optimistic that as long as we continue to
follow government guidelines and health officialʼs advice,
support one another, maintain high spirits and as a
community we will all see it through to the end.

G. NEWING
Electrical Contractors Ltd.

58 Queens Road • Littlestone
New Romney • Kent • TN28 8LY

Home Phone 01797 361988
Mobile Phone 07768 072065
Domestic and commercial installations
Free Estimates • Solar PV installations

Fire alarm, emergency lighting
and security lighting

With over 25 years experience
MCS Approved Installer

NICEC Approved Contractor
Part P Registered Contractor
Trust mark and Real Registered
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By Owen Bennett

All Change as Folkestone
is first to vote in New
Mayor
After a year in office Cllr Jackie
Meade and Deputy Cllr. Ray Field
stood down and made way for the
towns new may via an online Virtual
Annual Council Meeting last week,
Councillor Michelle Keutenius was
elected as The Worshipful Town
Mayor of Folkestone and Councillor
Nicola Keen was elected as Deputy
Mayor for 2020/21.
The Town Mayor’s Consort for the year will be her
husband, Mr Neil Keutenius, and the Mayor’s Chaplain will
be Reverend Bob Weldon.
Cllr Keutenius said “I am honoured to be elected as
Folkestone Town
Mayor and look
forward to being able
to help support and
champion the Town,
residents, businesses
and community.”
Michelle has lived in
Folkestone for over 10
years and her husband
and Consort, Neil
Keutenius, was born in
Folkestone. Michelle is a small business owner and
Freelance Admin officer currently working with The School
Bus Project and Cooperative School Network. In her spare
time Michelle is an avid reader with a particular interest in
History.

New Mayor Michelle Keutenius

Outgoing Mayor
Jackie Meade



Split views over
record numbers of
migrants crossing the
channel
Local residents of our district have posted a number of
differing comments after record numbers of migrants
made the treacherous crossing of one of the world’s
busiest waterways. As numbers rose to over 300
making the crossing last weekend alone, fears that
someone would soon lose their life at sea raised mixed
opinions. Our Editor David Wimble tells how the story
unfolded.
I was driving along the coast road on Sunday morning, I
noticed flashing lights and a number of police and border

force officials stood by the side of the road. I saw about
four adults and three small children at the first cluster and a
similar amount a few miles down the road. My initial
thought was get some pictures for The Looker as I had my
camera with me. But seeing the look on the faces of the
migrants, it just did not seem right. They were wet and a

look on the faces was reminiscent of the look you see
when shown pictures of prisoner of war camps. As many
readers know, I have been following the migrant crisis for
some years, first reporting on my experiences whilst
working onboard a cruise ship in the Mediterranean and
following on to the first reported migrants arrived at
Dymchurch three years ago.
Along with Looker photographer Susan Pilcher, we have
taken pictures of boats arriving, but on this occasion, I

called Susan and suggested she took some pictures using
her telephoto lens, so not to be too intrusive.
For me though, I struggle when I read comments on social
media stating send them back to where they came from.
Do these people realise what they have left behind? The
chances are that many of these people were professional
people who had their homes wrecked, all their
possession’s stolen and given the choice, join a terror
group like Isis or be tortured or shot!
The other comments that you read is, ‘Why do we have to
take them all?’. So here are a few facts. Last year
Germany had over 400,000 migrants, France has had
nearly 250,000, Spain and Italy over 200,000 each and
Holland, a country about the same size as Wales nearly
25,000. The UK had in total just over 17,000 at the end of
2019, so we are hardly taking all the migrants as some
people would like you to believe!
Other people complain and state that we ‘just give them
houses and lots of our tax money’. At the moment our
country is at an unprecedented high state of emergency
with the global crisis of Covid-19 and yes, it is a huge drain
on our resources, yes there are probably things that we all
think should be prioritises over spending money on these
people.
So what’s the solution?
I am not going to
pretend to have the
answers, but the first
thing that I would like
to see is the UK
Foreign Aid suspended
for the next five years
so we can concentrate
on ‘bouncing back’
every year. The UK
Government gives
away nearly £12.7
Billion pounds in ‘AID’
and now this money
should by definition go
to people who are
worse off that we are. So let’s start spending it on the UK
and on sorting out the problems with people being forced to
sleep rough and on education. Look where the money
goes; it is blatantly a way of buying political favour to like
countries in the Middle East, who have terrible ‘human
rights records’. The Government will claim that we get the
amount back tenfold with overseas orders, but if you really
want to help people there must be better ways of spending
this money!
So how do you do something about migrants from Syria
and Iran and Iraq? The first thing would be to deal with the
reason why people are leaving. So put international troops
into the area and drive out all the terrorist insurgence
groups. And then the rebuilding could begin.
Some people would say that ‘it’s not our war’ but when we
are having attacks across the world, then surely it’s a
global problem?
I suggested this on social media, but people said ‘it just
could not be done!’ I agree it would not be easy but after
World War Two, the world united in rebuilding Germany
which was destroyed, its industry was on its knees and its
cities razed to the ground. Yes there was a huge
investment, but if all the global economies and countries
invested then the country would take back, not only most of
the people who fled, but also they would have people
wanting to go there. It is still an area, which produces oil
and has huge mineral reserves.

This report has side tracked from the main
story of people crossing the channel. But one
thing is certain, we will see a lot more of this
over the summer months and something needs
to be done.
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Romney MarshTyres
Derek Linch -Sycamore Farm,
Old Romney, Kent TN29 9SY

www .romneymarshtyres.co.uk
Just enter your registration for our auto
tyre selector and get the best deal on a

new tyre for your car

Call: 01797 367717
or: 01797 364466
All makes of:
NEW Tyres
FREE
FITTING
FREE
BALANCING
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6 Station Road New Romney, Kent. TN28 8LG

The Best Authentic Kebabs
on the Romney Marsh

We are constantly striving to improve
our service to you our
Loyal Customers

We are open 7 Days a week
from

12.pm - Late for collection or Delivery
See our website for menu options

www.diamondkebabs.com

Telephone: 01797 364 726

FirmagerFuneral Service
“A friendly voice at a difficult time”

• 24hour service

• Prepaid funeral plans

• HomeVisits

• Eco Funerals available

• Private Chapelsof Rest

• Monumental Mason

Owen House,Fairfield Road,
New Romney,Kent, TN28 8HS

We are locatedonthesiteofRomneyGlass.
Plenty of parkingavailable.

TospeaktoHelen andAshley
Telephone: 01797369277

firmagerfuneralservice@funeralpartners.co.uk
www.firmagerfuneralservice.co.ukLeft: IMOS Founder and art

curator Briony Kapoor cuts
a piece of glassto go inthe
window.

the 17th century. During the
19th century the ruinswere
a favourite meeting place
for smugglers. The ruins re-
main adjacent to the old
Ashford Road that runsfrom
New Romney to Ivychurch.

Briony Kapoor approached
Yolanda Houstona local artist
withinNew Romney and who
runsTeach Me Courses,to de-
signand renovate a number
of stained glass windows to
be installedon the site.

Yolanda worked on a de-
sign based on the great
storm of 1287 where much
of the current landscape
was formed. Working with
the students from the Mon-
day Stained GlassClass,every
studentcut a piece to be in-
cluded within the window.
Yolanda also persuaded

A window into
Hope Church
The Heritage Park within the
grounds of Hope All Saints
Church on Romney Marsh
continues to develop and
grow and is now abundant
in sculptures and artworks
that represent the various
religions and faiths across
the world. Under the guid-
ance of the IMOS Foun-
dation and curator Briony
Kapoor, the site has been
transformed with the in-
stallations in place within a
tranquillandscape.

As one walks around the
site, which dates back to
c1150,one can see the re-
mainder of Hope All Saints
church walls and many
scattered stones – which
came from Caen in North-
ern France. The All Saints
church in the former parish
of Hope fell into decay in

Briony to cut one herself. The
firstwindow really is a com-
munityproject and an inclu-
sive work of art.

The window was recent-
ly erected on the site and
sits within a solid wooden
frame to buffer it from the
Marsh Winds and inclement
weather.

The overall project involves
creating a seriesofwindows
representative of Romney
Marsh itself and also differ-
ent global religions. Taking
existing frames and rede-
signing the windows using
a number of different tech-
niques including traditional
stained glass, fused glass,
glassapplique and painting
on glass, to depict Muslim,
Jewish, Hindu, Christian and
other religions.

Yolanda Houston said: “it is
a great challenge and op-
portunity to capture light
and add beauty to the site
and we hopethat it willbe
a place where people can
enjoy the splendour,peace-
fulnessand tranquillity”.

Nearly 20 local people cut
pieces of glass for the win-
dow as part of their mon-
day stained glass sessionsat
Teach Me’s studiosin Cock-
reed Lane, New Romney.
Teach Me provides tuition
in all forms of glass art from
staimed glasspanelsto cop-
per foiled objects and from
glass mosiacs (appliqué) to
fused glasstechniques.



Damian Collins

R.M.W. Scaffolding

01797362521•07947 488606 •07787556388
6 P r i o r y C l o s e , N e w R om n e y

D O M E S T I C & C O M M E R C I A L
S C A F F O L D I N G S P E C I A L I S T

Free Estimates *CompetitiveRates
24 Hr Emergency Call Out

365 Days A Year
Council Approved Contractor

Fast EfficientService
*All workGuaranteed

C.I.T.B. Construction Skills Registered
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Boris Johnson has set out new guidelines for our country, as
we start to look forward to the lifting of the restrictions that
have been set to help us beat the coronavirus. From
Wednesday this week Garden Centres will be able to re-
open, and on Friday in Kent the Household Waste Recycling
Centres will also open again. However, to visit the recycling
centres you must make a booking which can be arranged
through the Kent County Council website. In both cases
social distancing rules to keep people two metres apart will
apply, in order to restrict the spread of the virus.
The Prime Minister has also made clear that people working
in jobs that they cannot do from home, like building and
construction, gardening or plumbing should now feel free to
return. Again, when travelling to work people should try to
restrict any unnecessary close contact with people outside of
their household, and avoid using public transport where
possible. We are free to once again enjoy public spaces, like
walking along the coast or using parks and gardens but
should still do so within the social distancing guidelines. If
you do not believe this is possible, then people are advised
to wear a facemask when outside of their home.
There are very many specific questions that people have
contacted me about, and if you have any comments about
the government guidance please do get in touch. However,
until such a point as the virus has been eliminated, and or
we have a vaccine to protect us all, we will all have to use
our best judgement to minimize the chance of it spreading.
That means avoiding unnecessary journeys and restricting
close social contact to people in your household.
Over the last week we have seen further increases in the
number of migrants make illegal crossings of the Channel
from France, and I have raised my concerns about these
with Ministers at the Home Office. Good weather and calm
seas have in the past encouraged people to make this
dangerous journey, but the Home Secretary Priti Patel has
made clear that she will do all she can to stop it. The Prime
Minister has also previously stated to people thinking of
making this crossing, ‘We will send you back. If you come
illegally, you are an illegal migrant and, I'm afraid, the law will
treat you as such.’ The government is working closely with
the authorities in France to detect people who are preparing
to make an illegal crossing, and to identify them when they
are in the water. Those found in French territorial waters are
returned to France. To support this work, we have funded
extra patrols along the French coast, aerial surveillance from
drones and Border Force vessels operating at sea. The
Channel is also regularly patrolled by the Royal Navy, and
the Maritime and Coastguard Agency. We have an
agreement with the French authorities that migrant boats
encountered in the Channel are taken to the nearest safe
port, in accordance with international maritime law. Last year
the Government also agreed a £6m deal for new video
security equipment along the French Coast, to spot and
prevent migrant groups before they embark the potentially
treacherous voyage.

Damian Collins

Our Man
In Westminster

HELPING
NEW
BUSINESSES
TO GROW
FOR THE
FUTURE
Match-funded grants to
organisations offering support
services to develop businesses
and sole traders are now
available through the
Folkestone Community Works
(FCW) scheme.

In the latest rounds of calls
opened for applications, there’s
also a chance to create an
enterprise hub to encourage
local entrepreneurs for years to
come.

These opportunities are
available through the fifth and
sixth phase of the FCW
programme funded by the
European Regional
Development Fund, and
interested parties are being
encouraged to get in touch with
their ideas.

Cllr David Wimble, F&HDC
Cabinet Member for the District
Economy, said: “This is a
brilliant platform to nurture an
innovative idea into something
which is successful and also
supports the local community.
Our programme management
team is on hand to help
applicants in making the
process as simple as possible.
We want projects to succeed
just as much as those behind
the exciting proposals we’re
looking forward to receive.”

Call five: creating a hub for
businesses and residents:

Funding for projects which
would provide sustainable and
integrated hubs for businesses
and residents. This could
include a space hosting
business services, training
sessions, CV writing and skills

workshops, or a meeting
room/hall for hire.

The maximum grant is
£250,000 plus match-funding by
the application, meaning an
investment of up to £500,000
for Folkestone. It would also
create a place(s) to provide
business support for years to
come.

This could be by bringing an
empty building in the area back
into use or repurposing a space
currently underutilised.

The deadline for expression of
interest forms and eligibility
questionnaires is 22 May.

Call six: Delivering business
support services

This funding is for projects to
provide business support for
budding entrepreneurs at the
beginning of their journey into

business, as well as advice for
sole traders, start-ups or
established businesses.

Grants are available from
£25,000 to £174,000 plus
match funding by the applicant.
There is some match-funding
available to the right project.

Projects could have a broad
remit or focus on a specific
sector such as hospitality,
manufacturing, or on-line
selling.

The deadline for expression of
interest forms and eligibility
questionnaires is 22 May.

Folkestone Community Works
is an ambitious programme that
aims to help hundreds of people
into work or training.

It was set up in February 2018
after F&HDC successfully
secured £2.5m from the
European Regional
Development Fund and the
European Social Fund.

The money is helping people in
the east, central and harbour
wards of Folkestone build
businesses and increase
employment.

For more information about the
Folkestone Community Works
project, or either of the
opportunities open please visit
folkestonecommunityworks.com

Cancer services still open
for business
Doctors at East Kent Hospitals have continued to treat hundreds
of cancer patients, despite the coronavirus outbreak.
Medics have been able to continue with operations, as well as
treatments such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy, for patients
with a range of cancers including breast, bowel, gynaecological,
head and neck and skin cancer.

Thanks to support
from private
hospitals including
the Chaucer
Hospital in
Canterbury and
One Ashford, where
there are no
patients with
confirmed or
suspected COVID-19, clinicians have been able to operate
without putting vulnerable patients at risk.
Andy Nordin, clinical director for cancer services at the Trust, said
staff across a range of disciplines and centres had worked
creatively to provide the best care for patients.
He said: “Our colleagues in the private sector have been fantastic
at stepping up to support us with their facilities.
“We have also been able to use the Kent and Canterbury Hospital
for people who need more complicated operations, with the back-
up of the wards and intensive care unit if necessary.
“Our own theatre and nursing staff have been unwavering in their
support, for example adapting to care for cancer patients rather
than orthopaedic cases.
“It means we have not had to stop any of our services, and we
would encourage anyone who is concerned they have cancer
symptoms to see their GP for a referral.”

All patients coming in for surgery are tested for COVID-19 before
they are admitted, and operations are postponed if the test is
positive or if the patient or a family member has symptoms.
Some consultations are taking place via video or telephone call,
but face-to-face clinics have continued where necessary, for
example if a physical examination is required.
Nic Goodger, maxillofacial consultant at East Kent Hospitals,
said: “It is vital for many cancer patients that they receive
treatment as soon as possible.

A total of 124 skin cancer patients have been operated on in
March and April this year, five more than the previous year, while
there is an increase of three in head and neck cancer, with 24
treated compared to 21 last year.
Some of the most vulnerable patients are able to have their
chemotherapy treatment in a mobile unit provided in partnership
with charity Hope For Tomorrow, meaning they don’t need to visit
hospital.

The charity’s vehicle visits Cheriton, Deal and Herne Bay and can
treat up to four patients at a time.

BOOST FOR LOCAL
FOOD DELIVERY
BUSINESSES
A new directory of enterprising businesses which
are helping Folkestone, Hythe and Romney Marsh
area residents by delivering food to their homes is
being compiled.

Companies offering home deliveries of groceries
and take away food are being urged to sign up to
have their contact details published on the council
website.

It is expected that butchers, bakers and a range of
other food outlets will be among those wanting to
add their contact details to the free resource. To
reflect the colour in the Folkestone & Hythe District
Council logo, the service is to be known as Purple
Pages and is aimed at both supporting local
businesses and helping those who are isolating and
staying at home during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Councillor David Wimble, Folkestone & Hythe
District Council Cabinet member for Economic
Development, said: “We want to bring together in
one place all these local businesses which are
working to help residents while at the same time
exploring ways of keeping their livelihoods going
during this very difficult time.

“Making deliveries will be a first for some
businesses and we congratulate what they have
achieved and hope that this results in long-term
recognition for what they can offer our local
communities.”

Businesses can sign up to Purple Pages by filling in
a form on the council website folkestone-
hythe.gov.uk/supportlocal/purplepages and once
verified, information will be published in alphabetical
order.

Those wanting to order from a listing on Purple
Pages will be able to contact the business direct
from the contact information provided on the
website.
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It’s now time to hit
the reset button!
by Kim Gandy
So the end of lockdown is in sight? What a tumultuous
couple of months. The year opened with such high hopes;
Brexit behind us with only loose ends to be tied up, a bright
new future with our reclaimed independence beckoned –
and then, the dreaded “C” arrived.

What has happened since has been very revealing. The
most outstanding aspect of this, to me, is the way it has
revealed two sides of our Great British character: good and
bad.

We’ve had the idiots who deliberately congregate in large
numbers, including those vile individuals who spat in
people’s faces, but on the reverse side of the coin, the sheer
goodness and compassion of the British people for the
elderly and vulnerable – and their willingness to help the
NHS and the local community; something I put my name
down for, but sadly, to no avail. Strange that!

By far one of the worst characteristics I have seen is the
witch-hunt culture; the curtain twitchers’ obsession with
neighbours and their movements, the counting of the
number of times people leave from and return to their
houses. God forbid they should go to B&Q to buy paint to
decorate their homes; or stop to chat over the fence to a
neighbour.

However, last week in Lydd, none of that was apparent as
people came out into the sun, set up themselves, their music
and their food in their front gardens – and shared laughter
and conversation with their neighbours. The irony of the
event was not lost on me: Victory in Europe – the 75th
Anniversary of a day of when our grandparents and great
grandparents celebrated their freedom and national identity,
whilst we were under virtual house arrest!

Conversely, others chose not to join in the revelry but hey –
it’s a free country, and if people wanted to have a quiet
cream tea indoors – that was OK too!

But what of “Stage 3” of the exit strategy? What are YOU
looking forward to? My own aspirations include being able to
visit my grandsons in Essex, hold and cuddle them and to
have them visit me here in Lydd. Other favourite pursuits
include being able to mix freely with friends again in the local
pub, have a delicious cream tea in Deblyns in New Romney,
resume our regular trips to Rye and the Kino – which I
sincerely hope will be able to reopen - and generally be able
to move freely around this area and beyond, with no fear of
being fined.

However, what will remain of the “lockdown culture”? I am
very much afraid it will have left its mark on some people,
who may continue to obsess over the two-metre rule long
after it has been scrapped. Already, the body language of
certain people just visiting the local shop appears to have
now impressed itself on our psyche; the characteristic
darting across the road, clutching a face mask as if the Devil
himself is among us.

What about our small children who are now used to seeing
covered faces. We have never been a buttoned-up tribe
(except perhaps in Victorian times) and have always
revelled in our personal freedoms. What lasting impression
will it leave on them?

And when exactly will people feel safe to come out of their
homes and face the world again? After months in perpetual
self-imprisonment, the world outside may seem like a scarier
place.

I think what it has taught us – and particularly in my case –
is how much we value our freedoms and liberties, and
perhaps we should now re-evaluate these, and realise we
are in very real danger of losing them if we are not allowed
to express our feelings and thoughts to others, without
becoming a victim of the “cancel culture” that now seems to
have infected society.

Now is time to hit the reset button and restore our
democracy to the proud place it once occupied: REAL
freedom to express viewpoints, aspirations and personal
and political views, fairly and respectfully, without fear of
condemnation for telling the TRUTH, and we must make a
steadfast effort to bring back the kind camaraderie, good-
neighbourliness and genuine British humour I experienced
last week on the streets of Lydd.

It is, after all, what ALL our forefathers fought for.
See you all soon.

Kim

People’s circumstances differ greatly in the lockdown. Some on
fixed incomes are comfortable, - and saving more. There is
nothing much to spend money on, apart from groceries, and a
few bits of DIY. Others have the reduced income of furlough
money, or have lost their jobs altogether, and applying for
universal credit. Others, including the self- employed, aren’t sure
what is happening, and whether they will have the resources to
start up again.

One thing that is important if your income is iffy in any way, is not
to spend anything that is not really necessary, until you situation
settles down and you know how things stand. Don’t be tempted
to buy clothes, or anything else, on the internet. If you are feeling
anxious and depressed, it might be your natural escape, but try
and resist temptation. The warm weather tempted us all to get
our summery things out, but no one will notice if they are last
year’s things! Kids may have grown out of last year’s summer
wardrobe and need new, but we grown-ups can manage.

There is a lot of talk about social change, and whether we will
see any permanent changes in our way of life, after the virus.
There has been a lot of goodwill about, and realisation of how
much our relationships matter, more than what we own, and
wear, and rampant consumerism. Will we finish up more
thoughtful about what we buy, or go back to being slaves to the
fashion and image industries?

Wise people ration social media. Will we be less influenced by
social media, and more emotionally independent, with opinions
and lifestyles of our own, buying things because we genuinely
like them, rather than because everyone on Instagram is wearing
it? Let’s hope we have more self-respect, without feeling we’re
nobody unless you’ve a gazillion likes on your funny video. Can

we go back to preparing and enjoying our food for eating, rather
than to make a pretty picture? There is basically nothing wrong
with putting your baking on social media now and again,
especially as we are all isolated, but it is getting to be a bit OTT,
and making people who haven’t any baking skills, or a model
kitchen, feel bad about themselves. If your cakes always turn
into a soggy disaster, there is no shame in making use of the
skills of Mr Kipling!

It is also possible to seriously overdose on twee poems, “how to”
and keep fit videos! Don’t feed on them 24/7. In fact experts in
mental health tell us we should be free of screen time for an hour
before bed, and switch your phone off, or put it in another room
during the night, where you will hear it ring in an emergency.
Don’t have it by your bedside. The electronic lights can disturb
your natural sleep patterns.

There is national organisation called Christians Against Poverty,
who are a renowned charity helping people with debt problems.
They have a presence all over the country, and do a tremendous
work. In the autumn they had to close their books for 3 months,
because they were overwhelmed, trying to help so many people
with complicated debt problems. Sadly much of our nation’s
prosperity depends on consumer debt, which always causes
problems. A lot of people are struggling financially, but don’t get
into any debt that is not really necessary. Concentrate on
essentials when you shop, the family can maybe manage
without blueberries, grapes, fancy cheese, and branded goods
for a while! The shops like us all the use contactless at present,
but remember to take your receipts, and bring your records up to
date when you get home, so you don’t have a huge “red” hole
when you are next paid!

Remember, the cheapest person to borrow money from is
yourself, in the form of savings and all debt has to be repaid,
with hefty interest payments. June

Budgeting Tips
(or how to make your pennies work harder)

The food bank continues in New Romney, at Romney
Marsh Community church, North Street, and the Hardy
Hall, Lydd. The New Romney one is from 5.30-7pm on
Tuesdays, and the one in Lydd from 6.30-7.30pm on
Fridays. If you have any problems feeding your family,
or know of someone, who canʼt get out and is
struggling, ring the churches on 01797 366855 for

New Romney, and 01797 320345 for Lydd. If you
would like to contribute to the food bank, bring your
donations along just before either session. There are
also collection points in supermarkets. All dried and
tinned food is welcome, but they
are short of tinned rice and
custard, tins of meat, hot(like
stews and meatballs) or
cold,( like corned beef) and
chunky soups.

Food Bank News
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applied, they felt there was an
education process under way
about farm work that could
have a lasting impact after
Brexit, when Conservative par-
ty plans will put a block on low-
paid and low-skilled workers
coming to the UK from abroad.

The plane, chartered by the

farming group G’s Fresh, land-
ed at Stansted Airport from
where the workers were trans-
ported to various farms.

Farmers have voiced fears
that without the workforce,
crops may be left in the ground
to rot and be wasted as the na-
tion moves to feed itself during
the coronavirus pandemic.

Who will pick
our fruit?
Romanian workers have
been flown in to cope with
farmers’ pressing need for
crop pickers. It is reckoned
that some 80,000 pickers are
required nationwide and the
UK simply does not have the
workers willing to undertake
the work.

Those who voice “they come
over here and take our jobs”
could not be further from the
truth. A drive has taken place
to attract British workers to
pick a broad variety of crops.
The Government backed ap-
peal’s organiser, the Alliance
of Ethical Labour Providers,
said it had received 36,000 ap-
plications of interest but only
6,000 had opted for an inter-
view for a role.

Concordia, one of the three
recruitment companies in the
Alliance, said: “To date 900
people have explicitly rejected
the roles we have offered and
112 have taken up our offer of
a role on a UK farm.”

It said the main barriers were
the length of the contract, loca-
tion of the farm, and inability to
work full-time because of care
responsibilities.

Another recruitment firm in the
Alliance, Hops, said only 9% of
those who had completed the
recruitment process were eligi-
ble for the job.

Among the reasons for British
applicants declining harvesting
jobs were the need to work a
40 hour week, accommodation
at the farms and child care
needs.

Hops said, “even though they
were not able to hire all who

They also argue that harvest-
ing crops is skilled work and
many Eastern European work-
ers return to the same farms
each year.

One farmer said her Romanian
workforce is “loyal and com-
mitted”.

“If I was going to be recruit-
ing from the UK and taking on
people that are unfortunately
out of work that would require
a huge amount of retraining to
get these people up to speed,”
she said.

“It’s highly likely that our ef-
ficiency levels would drop. If
our efficiency levels drop we’re
already in a rather low margin
category that means the price
of food goes up.

“We always advertise in the
UK, we haven’t been able to
recruit in the UK, which is why
we’ve gone abroad.”

There has been some anger
at the fact that Romanians are

being flown in at a time when so
many British workers find them-
selves unemployed.

It has been revealed that 1.4 mil-
lion people have recently claimed
Universal Credit and many mil-
lions more have been temporarily
suspended from work on reduced
pay.

TheTitanAirways plane via theAir
Charter Serviceis oneof anumber
of flights being organised over the
comingweeks.Air Charteralone is
arranging at least five flights.

Seasonal workers arriving at this
time of year is not unusual.

Of the 80,000 workers that help
farmers harvest their crops across
the UK, the vast majority come
from Eastern Europe. Only 10-
15% of workers are based in the
UK and the rest fly in for the sea-
son.

Many farmers havetried hardover
the years to recruit Britishworkers
but following a period of high em-
ployment have found it hard.



Dear Looker,
I’m just writing to say how much I agree with the letter from
Stella Mullen in your last edition. The Migrants are supposed
to stop at the first safe country and not carry on carry on until
they get to the country with the best benefits System! If the
Police arrested all who supplied dinghy’s and boats, The
French would not have a government.
Yours truly,
P J E Pepper (Littlestone)

Dear Looker
I would like to say a massive Thank You to the persons of
Sandgate and elsewhere responsible for the boxes of
chocolates that appear outside our flat doors during the
period of lockdown and then they soluted.
R I J Sandgate

Dear Looker,
During WW2 land-girls worked in the fields or in factories, my
mother, a Londoner, was one of these girls working in the
factories. My mother now in her late 80’s is in a care-home,
chosen carefully by my brothers and myself to ensure she
had plenty of space – important because she suffers with a
mental disorder and has done since her early 20’s and cant
be around others too much because she thinks they will try to
kill her or worse!!

So this gets me to what I want to say – my mothers care
home, one of the less expensive ones I might add – costs
around £3000 per month – payment of which is taken from
her pensions leaving a minimum amount for her to spend on
hair cuts and the like – and we, her children, pay the balance
and buy her toiletries and so forth.

Each oldie has his/her own room and when one gets ill
(upset tummy, or temperature) - they are kept in their own
room. A warning notice is pinned on the door telling all carers
that they must wear personal protective clothing (PPE) when
they enter and they must wash their hands and do all the
other sensible things you would expect to ensure infection of
any type is not spread around. The covid infection rate in my
mothers care home is zero and I am not surprised.

In fact my mothers care home closed to all visiters a few
days before lockdown and the chief executive wrote telling us
what they have done to ensure all residents are safe and
well.

So – my questions are - what the blooming hell is going on in
these other care homes across the UK where covid is
seemingly uncontrolled? Why are the care home managers
asking what they should do? Why are they asking to be
provided with PPE?

The care homes should know what to do – making sure any
infectious illness is not transmitted to other residents should
be business as usual – shouldn’t it? As for PPE – the
residents in the care homes are either paying for this service
with their pensions or their council is paying for them to be
there – but either way the owners of these care homes are
raking in quite a bit for each resident – in my mothers case it
is in excess of £3000 per month (x30 residents = £90000+
per month!!) - and in other care homes quite a bit more than
that – so I would think they could afford to actually buy the
PPE they need instead of complaining they don’t have any.

If you worked in a Factory – the management is responsible
for providing necessary training and equipment for health
and safety – so why are the Care Home owners not taking
their responsibilities seriously instead of trying to offload it to
government?

Mr Exasperated of Saltwood

Obitury:
Robert Langrish
June 1949 - April 2020.

‘A Knight in
shining armour’ -
what better
epitaph for a man
universally loved
and respected by
those who knew
him.
Robert Langrish,
farmer, 'Odd-Job
Boy' and rural
raconteur, of
Pickney Bush
Farm near

Newchurch, passed away on April 23 after a long battle with
cancer.

The son of a Sussex farmer, Robert started farming with the
family at Beckley, near Rye, having attended Plumpton
Agricultural College in the late 60’s. “He
was always mechanically minded and drove a number of very
fast cars” remembers brother Frank. One such car was a
brand new RS1600. That particular year, Rye Young Farmers
reached the finals of the YF Bowling Tournament, held in
Manchester. “Robert drove us there” said Frank. “After that,
for some reason, we decided to go to Newcastle, via Carlisle
on the new M6 motorway. It would be about 117 miles. We did
it in an hour!”

A confirmed ‘petrol head’, Robert enjoyed a number of driving
jobs including delivering Gilbern Genie cars from the factory in
South Wales to Rye. He drove a lorry for Jempsons and was
one of the last people to drive into the old Covent Garden
market. Another adventure saw him driving a Bedford Duple
coach from London to India and back. A three-month journey,
one of the COMEX, Commonwealth Institute Expeditions, took
him through what was then Yugoslavia, Turkey, Iran, Pakistan
and into India.

He first met future wife, Helen, at a local Young Farmers horse
show. “He was chatting to my Mum by the lorry when I
returned from the ring. When he found out I could drive a lorry,
I think I scored an extra 50 points” said Helen.

She met him again in Ashford market “And it went from there”
she said. They married in 1978 and Robert moved to Helen’s
family farm at Pickney Bush, on Romney Marsh.

“Robert did all our livestock transporting” recalls Helen. “He
was always on the road.” Summer would see Robert driving to
County and agricultural shows where Helen was a successful
show rider and their pedigree Romney Sheep would come
away with handfuls of red rosettes. “He loved the showing”.

Having hunted from an early age with the East Sussex and
Romney Marsh Hunt, it was the East Kent Hunt who benefited
once Robert had moved to Pickney Bush.

“He took my show horse one day” said Helen, “When I was
pregnant with James, our son. I couldn’t do anything about it!”

“Rob was an absolute gentleman” said EKWS Hunt Master,
Suze Gibson. “He rarely missed a day out on the Marsh and
supported the hunt in so many ways. He spent many
afternoons showing me the country and helped to plan
countless trail days. We would ‘walk’ the country on Rob’s
quad bike. The one space on the back would be constantly
battled between ‘Gilly’, his beloved terrier, and myself. ‘Gilly’

once forgot her position as Land Owners dog and jumped off
the quad to join the hounds in full flight! Rob was at the very
heart of the hunt and really was, ‘Master of theMarsh’.”

Maggie Owen, from Eastbridge, has always referred to Robert
as her Knight in Shining Armour. “He’d come charging back
whenever anyone had a minor dilemma out hunting” she said.

“He’s the only man I’ve known who could tell two or three tales
at once..but
needed the odd
reminder where
he’d got to on
each one! A great
fun man, full of
bonhomie.”

"He was a quite
extraordinary
man" said long-
time friend and
fellow farmer,
Stephen Furnival.
“He knew
everyone. He
knew his way all
around the Marsh.
He’d never let you
down and
whatever was
happening, he’d always be the last to go home. We shall all
miss him desperately”.

“He called himself the 'Odd-Job Man’, said Helen. “But he was
so much more than that. He was the very backbone of both
our family, and the business”.

Robert is survived by wife Helen, son James and daughter
Claire.

Dear Looker
“Hythe is very fortunate, in having the number of shopping
venues, for the purchase of essential Household supplies, from
food, cleaning material, electronic devices, gardening aids and
so on and so forth. The Staff, who serve the Customer, are
among the unsung heroes, who arrive at work on a daily basis,
with the minimum of PPE, to provide a service, which we, the
General Public, take for granted. Much has been mentioned in
the media about the NHS and the wonderful work they are
doing and I would not disagree with this unanimous opinion,
but the Armed Force's, Emergency Services, plus our Bus and
Train providers, all need our gratitude and thanks.
Financial support and stability, are a massive task for the
Government and I do not envy them the task, in trying not to
bankrupt the Country, by spreading tax payers monies, fairly,
around the U.K. so the Distinct Council's can keep the
important services running.
District Council's are doing there very upmost to provide a
normal service, under very difficult circumstances, with
financial income being suspended ie car park revenue,
business rates, plus other forms of monies that go towards
helping fund the Services, they, the Council provides. Some
wag suggested the the District Councillors, would like to give
up their "Council Allowance" in good faith, until the Economy
improves, me thinks that would go down like a hot potato and I
can imagine a few of our elected representatives, having
apoplexy, at the very thought.
As I stated previously, the Community has jelled together, with
many organisations combining their resources. Helpers are still
required in Hospitals, who are looking for Volunteers, as our
Age UK, so if you have a few hours spare, give it a go, it is
worth while and appreciated" Keep safe.
Michael Lyons

Dear Looker,
Well done on Issue 248 with so much variety and local
information, also local history from VE Day. Good quality
photos and paper as well. Usually pick up a copy from local
Post Office.
Mrs S Tighe, Hythe

Dear Looker,
Have enjoyed reading The Looker for many years, so having
seen your article about V.E. Day we thought we'd send you a
few photos of our garden party in commemoration of the 75th

anniversary.

We enjoyed a very English afternoon tea of scones, lemon
cake, home made bun loaf and a nice cup of tea. We made our
own bunting to display across the front of our garden and a few
passers by stopped to admire our work and even take photos.
We also allowed some of our collection of teddys into the
garden for a picnic but as you can see their social distancing
was not ideal.
Chris and Sandie Baker
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Your Letters

Send your Leters to:
info@thelooker.co.uk



Top: The Brenzett Aeronautical Museum is housed in a hostel that was used by the Women’s Land Army
during World War Two.

It is now the home to the Romney Marsh Wartime Collection.

Bottom: The Redoubt at West Hythe was built during the Napoleonic War as a coastal defence. It was
used to house troops during the Second World War.
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Romney Marsh from the air
A look at the Romney Marsh from a different perspective. Photos from John Wimble & John Harmer

As the lockdown has taken hold, so has
nature. Dungeness’s resident creatures,
according to local man John Tart, whose
family are part of the history of
Dungeness, are coming out of the
woodwork -literally!

As the Dungeness estate is now closed
to the public and the usual tide of
springtime visitors has not materialised,

there is even more activity on the
shingle ridges.

“There are more rabbits around”, John
told me, with obvious pleasure.
“Obviously, with fewer visitors, they are
free to come out and enjoy themselves.”

John, who, in the absence of visitors, is
currently performing maintenance tasks
in the Old Lighthouse added: “It’s much
clearer out at sea too. There are fewer
ships in the Channel so you don’t get
that haze. There isn’t the usual volume
of cars and the beach is much cleaner
because there is less rubbish from
visitors and from sea vessels.”The
pictures from the top of the lighthouse

were taken by John in the first week of
May this year.

by Kim Gandy

Dungeness wildlife is revelling in lockdown

Enjoy Rail Travel
from the comfort
of your own
home
During these unprecedented and
unusual times the Romney Hythe &
Dymchurch Railway is going to continue
to showcase it's world famous steam
locomotives, their power and the sights
and sounds of a day out on the railway -
virtually.
The day will showcase the best the
railway has to offer with over 90 minutes
of video footage covering multiple
headed trains, parallel runs and visiting
locomotives from other UK based lines
including the Ravenglass and Eskdale
Railway and Bure Valley Railway.
Cameo question and answer sessions
with Danny Martin (General Manager),
Drivers Zak and Alex, amongst others
will give passengers and supporters

access to the behind the scenes .

The RHDR's first ever Virtual Steam and
Gala has been designed to engage staff
- both paid and volunteer- shareholders
and supporters and highlight that the
railway will return to service when it is
advised as safe to do so. However, in
the meantime the railway has missed
key income services such as Easter
Weekend, May Bank Holidays and
special events and as such encourages
all supporters to purchase a 'Virtual E-

guide' for the event or other virtual or
merchandise options that are available
to provide income.
Railway general manager Dany Martin
told The Looker: “Our annual Gala with
its unique Romney combination of many
locomotives in use on challenging and
unusual workings is for me one of the
highlights of the railway year.
To allow a year to pass without
recognising this key weekend in our
year is unthinkable. That this year this
has to be in virtual format is very
different and we all understand why.
However I for one am looking forward to
it hugely.”
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VE day. Captain Tom has walked
around his garden a lot and raised
millions for the NHS. An inspiring man
and we need more of this selflesness.
Lockdown continues
but it is more important to save lives
than money at the moment although it
is terrible for a huge amount of people.
I have planted tomato plants,salad and runners. No tinned
fruit as yet…
Mr P is getting a little confused with the virus and the war.
Of course there are many
comparisons to be drawn. I take my wicker basket into
town and wear gloves. Each time I go into Rooks I see it
as Sainsbury . Just waiting for the butter pats to appear.
But Mr P now starts every phone conversation with "during
the war". He is obsessed with a doodle bug that fell into
his custard. And the bonfire and fireworks on VE day. I
am rather skeptical about the custard story as I'm sure his
mother told me it was semolina. With tinned peaches...
Like many others I could do with a little break. So I have
planned a tour. Start in the bathroom with a pampering
session, into the front garden for a dip in the fish pond
followed by brunch in the kitchen Next a mini break in the
sitting room. To finish a trip around the estate and a visit to
the gift shop. But a friend of mine with a birthday
is having a wonderful treat. She is being taken to a newly
opened garden centre. We
are planning her outfit down to the nail polish. Mother of
the bride outfit no less.
And of course there is the need to keep fit. I didn't realize
how long a minute was until I started this exercise lark….

Your
friendly
local
print
supplier

Whatever yourrequirementswe can help:
BusinessCards,Stationery, Banners, Posters, Flyers, Leaflets,

Calendars,Brochures, Magazines…absolutelyanything
We takecareofprint, youtakecareofbusiness

01797329012/07535328717
hugh@amberprintservices.co.uk

How Ashford and Romney
Marsh Dog owners are
receiving help and
support with their dogs to
survive the lockdown.
A local dog care business has created an online community
to help dog owners survive and thrive with their dogs during
this challenging lockdown period.

Phil Houston, a dog services company owner in Ashford and
Romney Marsh, has created an online community to help
local dog owners care for their dogs during the COVID-19
lockdown. With so many restrictions on exercise, shopping
and work, many dog owners are worried that they are not
able to care for their dogs under such trying circumstances.

The group was created by Phil to provide a place where dog
owners can get together, discuss their problems, look to help
one another and to ease their dog owning stress. Through
the sharing of common problems with similar people, it has
managed to ease the pain of dog owning during lockdown
and provide an opportunity for people to connect whilst they
are forced to be physically distant from one another.

Phil has said “With so many dog owners not able to take their
dogs out to follow their normal routines due to the
restrictions, many dog owners have expressed to me how
they have been concerned that their dog is not getting
enough exercise. We have come up with ideas in the group
to keep their dogs mentally active at home which is a great
substitute to a dog’s normal walk”

Recent activity in the group has seen dog owners helping
each other find advice on helping an injured paw recover and
discuss their biggest doggy concerns in lockdown, to find a
way over these problems to help their dogs.

Phil is a small business owner operating a Dog Walking
Company, Paws Claws and More and a Doggy Day Care
Centre, Tails of the Lake in Ashford and Romney Marsh. His
business is currently shutdown during the lockdown. His
customers were expressing their doggy problems to him and
he decided to help as many people as possible with these
issue by creating the group.

The group is open to all dog owners and can be found on
Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/groups/selfisolationdogs/

“ If you go down to the
woods today you’re in for
a big surprise”
By Paige Pack

If like me you
are making
full use of the
lockdown
exercise hour
you will no
doubt be
enjoying the
sights of the
local
environment.
The
Folkestone
Downs is an
ideal place to
escape all

talk of Covid-19 and take in fresh air while exercising with the
rabbits. The hills are full of wildlife, plants and twisting and
winding paths that allow you to enjoy a variety of routes. It’s also
nice to exchange pleasantries with the walkers, with and without
dogs and families, while observing social distancing of course. I
would however advise that you be prepared to change route at a
drop of a hat should you bump into the herd of cows that roam
the hills.

One other ‘attraction' has
sprung up and that is the
fairy garden. The fairy
garden appeared one day
and since then a teddy,
figures, ornaments,
decorations and signs have
been added. I too have
added to the display which
has grown to be quite
impressive. A sign was also
included which read as
follows:

The Greater the Storm, the
brighter the rainbow. Stay
safe and protect our NHS.
Covid-19

In a time when the simplest of gestures can brighten our day I
would say thank you to whoever came up with the idea and who
has added a little sunshine to our days.

Churches Round-up
The churches are still closed, and likely to be for some time.
They have been classed with entertainment and social
venues, which will be the last to open. Not sure I agree with
that, or being classed as non-vital, but we need to work
within the rules! Most Christians are finding ways through the
internet of keeping in contact with services, and WhatsApp
groups, and in fact are falling into a kind of routine. Amazing
how quickly the weeks are going by, and with everyone else,
we haven’t dealt with all the “sorting out” jobs we promised
ourselves!

The pastor of RMCC, Nick has confided that Saturday is now
his busy day, preaching to camera, and coordinating all the
parts of the service from people’s own homes, and out of
doors, and all put together in a professional way. On
Sundays he can just relax and enjoy the service with the rest
of the congregation. Lots of feedback is emphasising how
much these services are appreciated. They have included
remote communion services, where people do their own
communion at the appropriate time in the service. Zoom is
also being used to coordinate other get-togethers.

If you church isn’t doing this, there are lots of services on
various platforms, and YouTube. Our diocese has forbidden
the use of parish churches, but other areas and
demoninations are using their churches for services, without
a congregation, with those taking part doing social
distancing.

FINANCES One big worry the churches have is finance.
Without worship, and fund raising, the income for churches
has fallen off a cliff. Anglican churches are supported by the
Diocese of Canterbury, and parishes, in turn, have to send a
set amount, the “parish share” to the diocese to fund these
services, as well as paying their own bills and maintenance
costs. Many Marsh churches haven’t been able to pay their
full parish share for years.

In some quarters there is an assumption that there is a big
pot of money somewhere, but nothing could be further from
the truth. The Church of England is asset rich, but income
poor. (You can’t sell off a few medieval churches when things
get tight!) In the last 30 years, our Diocese, has tightened
it’s belt enormously. At one times there were 2 Diocesan
buildings, now there is only one. There were 2 bishops, apart
from the Archbishop, now there is only one. As everyone
knows there are less and less full time paid clergy. Huge
numbers of old rambling (and modern) vicarages have been
sold off. When my husband was in ministry, we lived in a
Vicarage, but the service wasn’t very good. I became more
tolerant, when I found out there was there was 1 full time
and 1 part time person, responsible for 80 vicarages!

Many large churches encourage people to give by standing
order, which will not be affected by the lockdown. One of our
sons go to a big city church that does contactless! Many
small rural churches are attended by older people who prefer
to give in cash in the offering bag. So if you usually go to
church, and can’t give in the usual way, it might be worth
finding out who your treasurer is, and sending them a regular
cheque, or dropping some money into their house in an
envelope. Every fiver will help. The survival of our much
loved Marsh churches may be at stake.

Church Chuckle
From an advert in the Huddersfield Examiner. 3 year old red
Nissan Micra for sale. One Reverend owner from new. Never
missed a service.

Wit and Wisdom
A wise old man was talking to a child about life. “There are
always two wolves fighting inside us. One is for good and
light. The other is for darkness and despair” said the old
man.

“Which one wins” asked the little boy. The old man replied
simply “the one you feed”



Potatoes
Potatoes are a versatile vegetable that
is eaten all year round. The tubers vary
in size, colour, texture and taste and can
be grown from spring to autumn.
Planting
Once chitted, seed tubers can be
planted in a drill or individual holes and
earthed up as they grow.
you can delay planting up to mid-May.
Potato ‘seed’ tubers are also offered in
late summer for a winter or Christmas
crop and these can be productive in
greenhouses, but planted outdoors they
are vulnerable to blight disease and
frost.
Potatoes can be successfully grown in
containers.

To grow outside, carry out the
following steps:
Draw a drill 7.5-15cm (3-6in) deep with a
hoe or spade
Place tubers with the chits (sprouts)
uppermost in the drill. Early cultivars
should be spaced 30cm (1ft) apart in the
row and 60cm (2ft) between rows. Later
cultivars should be spaced 35cm (14in)
apart and have 70cm (28in) between
rows.
Push the soil gently back over the
tubers, ensuring that they are covered
with at least 3cm (1¼in) of soil
Lightly rake over the soil surface to level
it and mark the drill
Earth-up the plants by drawing soil
around the stems to form a ridge. The

final height of the ridges should be 20-
30cm (8in -1ft). Earthing-up will exclude
light from tubers preventing them from
going green – green tubers are
potentially harmful if consumed
Alternatively, black plastic mulch can be
laid before or immediately after planting
and this excludes light and suppresses
weeds, so earthing up is not required.
Remember to cut a slit or cross in the
plastic at each planting hole to allow the
foliage to grow through
Protect the young growth from late
frosts, either by drawing a little soil over
them with a hoe or covering them with
horticultural fleece
Some hoeing might be needed to kill
weeds, but earthing-up leads to the
destruction of weeds and few will
penetrate the foliage once it has
covered the rows
Removal of flowers is not thought to
increase yield significantly, but watering
boosts yields in dry spells, especially
during the critical period when tubers
are forming in early summer. Thoroughly
soaking potatoes every 10 days at this
period ensures numerous tubers are
initiated and also helps to prevent
common scab disease. Watering in late
summer may help crops bulks up and
avoid second growth.
Bedding plants and displays
From elaborate public garden designs
and street planters to the smallest front
garden, bedding plants provide a
temporary decorative seasonal display
for beds, borders, containers and
hanging baskets. Bedding can be grown
from seed, bought as young seedlings
(plug plants) or purchased as pot-grown
specimens, often in multi-packs and
cellular trays, ready for planting.
Suitable plants for bedding
To provide quick, easy to grow seasonal
flower and foliage colour, and for ease of
planning and setting out, bedding plants
are usually chosen from the following:
Frost-tender half-hardy annuals (HHA)
such as cosmos, nemesia, marigolds
and tobacco plants, complete their life-
cycle in one season. If grown from seed
they are generally sown indoors and
grown on.
Hardy annuals (HA) can be sown
outdoors directly into the soil in spring
where they are to flower. They withstand
frosty conditions without protection.
Alyssum, Calendula (pot marigold),
Iberis (candytuft) and Limnanthes
douglasii (poached egg plant).
Hardy biennials (or short-lived
perennials grown as biennials) (B) which
complete their life-cycle in two seasons
include plants such as Alcea (hollyhock),
Dianthus (sweet William), Erysimum
(wallflower) and Myosotis (forget-me-
not). Ornamental brassicas (kale and
cabbage) are ideal for winter displays.

Half-hardy perennials (HHP) live for
several years, usually flowering from the
second season. Frost-tender, and often
discarded at the end of the season, yet
they can be overwintered if given frost
protection. Examples include: Bellis
(daisy), begonia, Pelargonium
(geranium) and lobelia. Note: some
perennials, such as Bellis (daisy), busy
Lizzies and Viola (pansy) are grown as
annuals or biennials.

Half-hardy or tender sub-tropical plants
such as banana plants, cannas and
palms often form a focal point or
centrepiece for bedding schemes.
Succulents can be useful for creating
patterns (see carpet bedding below).

Bulbs can be mixed with biennial
bedding plants will give combinations of
colour in the early spring months. Try
planting allium, Anemone blanda,
crocus, hyacinth, early-flowering Iris
reticulata and tulips.
Water: collecting, storing and
re-using
Why collect and store water? Plants
need the most water in hot, dry and
windy weather, which is usually when
water companies are least able to meet
demand. Plants are most vulnerable to
shortages of water when they are first
planted when their roots have not yet
established into the deeper, moister
layers of soil. Water resources in the UK
are under pressure from climate change
and population growth. Gardeners
should therefore use mains water as
sparingly as they can.

Even in dry districts, 24,000 litres (5280
gallons or 150 water butts) could be
collected from the roof each year.
However, most water falls in winter, and
would have to be stored for use in
summer. During a dry spell, at first the
shortfall is met from soil reserves, and
then from deeper ground water as the
soil can act as a wick to draw water
upwards.
Our mains tap water in the UK is of the
highest quality, but plants don’t need
perfectly clean water. As gardeners, we
can help to avoid hosepipe bans in the
future by using our water resources
wisely. A significant amount of energy
and treatment are used to provide safe
water to our homes so using stored
rainwater or grey water in your garden
also lowers your carbon emissions.

Susie Coupar gives us some
handy tips
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Gardening Green Fingers
Gardening Tips For May

1st New Romney
Scout Group
Celebrate VE Day

‘To those who gave so much - we thank you’
the Nation’s Toast, was the theme of the 1st

New Romney Scout Group
commemorations and celebrations.

Originally the group planned a VE Day
Barbeque and campfire with several invited
guests including the New Romney Brownies.
But – Scouting has moved to The Great
Indoors and the group certainly entered into
the spirit to keep the Scouting Adventure
going. They decided to mark VE Day in
several different ways to honour the heroes of
the 1940s who sacrificed so much so that we
could live in peace.

The group organised banners around the
town; decorated the WW2 bench they donated
to the town of New Romney in 2017;
organised The Great New Romney Bake Off;
dressed as wartime evacuees, complete with
Gas Mask carrier; sang wartime songs;
decorated their homes with wreaths and
bunting; cooked wartime recipes including
carrot scones, bread pudding, bara brith and
decorated cakes and biscuits.

Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, Explorers and
Leaders raised a glass in Toast to the Nation
at 3pm. Although it was a very different
celebration it was fun and we are very proud
to have marked the day and the achievements
of our Wartime heroes, we are truly proud of
them and all they did for us.



Today's reviews come courtesy of Netflix and they are well
worthy of binge-watching during lockdown while you find ways
of passing time.

After Life 2

The much anticipated sequel to After Life and if you haven't
seen either WHY NOT! This is a masterclass in story telling
from Ricky Gervais. The story follows Tony (Gervais) who has
lost his beloved wife Lisa to cancer. Tony struggles with life
without Lisa and adopts a tell it as it is/sledgehammer to the
face policy as he drifts through the days. To tell you the sub
plots is to ruin your viewing as you need to get to know and
love the characters that make up Tony's world including
Brandy (Tony's dog) who at times appears to be Tony's
guardian angel. The cast is full to the brim of great British
comedians and actors. Joe Wilkinson as a Postman and Paul
Kaye's Misogynist Psychiatrist are amongst the stand out
characters that Gervais has brought to life. The series will
make you laugh, cry and more importantly care and the
ending of series 2 is one of the most powerful scenes you will
ever witness and will leave
you at the edge of your
seat. It's hard to
categorise this series as it
has so many depths but
who cares because series
3 has already been
commissioned. Oh and be
prepared because to say
the language is colourful is
an understatement.

Life on Mars
If you think of time travel you usually think Dr Who or H.G.
Wells The Time Machine certainly not Sam Tyler or Alex
Drake.

Life on Mars starts in 2006 with Manchester based DCI Sam
Tyler (John Simm) on the hunt for a serial killer who has taken
his girlfriend, also a DC. During the search Sam is struck by a
car and when he awakes he finds himself in 1973 and working
at the same station albeit 33 years ago. The series follows

Sam's attempts to 'get home' while working alongside DCI
Gene Hunt (Phillip Glenister) The Gene Genie a misogynist
old school-beat a confession- shoot first, question after-
copper. Hunt is the Sheriff and when he announces to the bad
guys "Don't move you're surrounded by armed b**tards" he
isn't taking any prisoners. Hunt is ably abetted by sidekicks
the chain-smoking Ray and Chris and the plod in a skirt Annie
who proves to be Sam's confidant.

The clash of styles between Hunt and Tyler a by-the-book
copper is the theme throughout the series that and Tyler trying
to work out how to get home. The show consisted of 2 series
and anyone who loves the 70's will love the rip-roaring
soundtrack and homage to the 70's with Hunt's Ford Cortina
Mark III and the Test Card Circle featuring heavily. However
you must see this for Gene Hunt with his sharp side burns,
cowboy boots and quotes.

Ashes to Ashes

The second instalment and reference to David Bowie songs
sees DI Alex Drake being shot in 2008 and waking up in 1981
where she finds herself working alongside Gene Hunt and the
team Ray and Chris who have all upped and moved to
London to fight the villains. Like Sam Alex must find her way
home while helping Hunt fight the bad guys.

The 70's are replaced by a homage to the 80's and a
soundtrack with a heavy New Romantics influence drops us
back into the 80's. Hunt has upgraded to an Audi Quattro and
snakeskin boots but the quotes flow as freely as the alcohol at
Luigi's, the teams new after work base.

While the two shows are stand alone they also cross
reference each other and Ashes to Ashes explains what Life
on Mars left open.

I could go into more detail but to do so would be to spoil the
story. I would say don't miss the opportunity of being
catapulted back to the future into a world that has long been
left as a distant memory.
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By Vince Shell

Strange things are
happening in West Hythe

AWest Hythe School girl wanted to commemorate the VE Day
in her own special way, having the whole street decorated with
an assortment of brightly coloured scarecrows. The idea was
that of 11-year-old Olivia Hill, who dropped a note through
neighbours' doors suggesting the idea.
The news of the scarecrows soon spread, with people diverting
through the Marsh to take a look at the impressive array of
figures. The response from residents has been so impressive
that some hope it may even become an annual event to mark
the coronavirus lockdown.
Olivia and her younger brother Matthew, eight, came up with
the idea after chatting to their next-door neighbours. Olivia’s
Mum Nicola said: "The purpose was to give people an activity
that they could do as a family and offer some community spirit
when they were on display.”

ROSE GAS & NOVAGAS
Service & satisfaction above expectation!

I f y ouhaveaBu lkLPGTankbut are not yet
a valued customer of ours –

isn’t it time you switched supplier?
If your existing contract has -or is about to expire,

contact us for a no obligationquote
and survey before winterstarts.
Call 01233 733130 for Kent
or 01825 732655 in Sussex

We do all the work for youwithoutcharge –
domestic users will even keep their tank.

bulkgas@novagas.co.uk

Congratulations to the three finalists from The Marsh Academy in the
Romney Tweed Fashion Challenge 2020. Full story in next edition.
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New Romney Scouts
Group

The New Romney Scouts
Group was founded in 1910
and Stan Goodsell was the
first Scoutmaster. The
Scouting movement had only
started three years earlier by
Lord Baden Powell so the
New Romney Group is
probably one of the oldest in
the country. In the early
years, their headquarters
were at the Woolroom at High House in the town, but in
1924, the local Medical Officer said the premises had to
be vacated because of a health hazard. As a result,
Major Teichman-Derville purchased some land in Church
Lane from Mr. Prior and also a hut from the Royal
Engineers at Shorncliffe for the Scouts’ use at a nominal
rent.
In 1923, Bertie Brooshaft took over as Scoutmaster/Scout
Leader and a couple of years later, a Rover Group was
formed. 1934 saw the inauguration of the Cub Pack.
In the 1930s, Major Teichman-Derville stopped charging
rent and gave the hut and the land to the Scouts and in
1938, a Sea Scout Patrol was formed. One highlight on
the 1930s was Cub Master Tom Wimble taking a group to
Kandersteg International Scout Centre in Switzerland in
1938. The outbreak of war in 1939 saw a cessation of
Scouting activities and after the war from the 1960s
onwards, Annual Camps were held.
Charlie Blundred was the Scoutmaster/Leader from 1965
to 1970, and a very popular one, and he was replaced by
Eddie Holtum who held the post until the end of the
1970s. Eddie had been a member of the Group
Committee since the middle 1960s and was involved with

the local Group for the rest of his life. During the 1970s,
the Scouts Troop grew to over 30 lads and the Cubs
Section expanded as well. As a result, two packs were
formed named Mulberry and Pluto (both names
associated with the Marsh during the war).
A replacement hall was purchased in 1975 from Kent
County Council for £250 but it cost more than £2,000 to
erect it on the site. One of the highlights in the 1970s
was lighting a beacon to celebrate the Queen’s Silver
Jubilee. In 1982, a Beaver colony was formed, its first
Leader was Mrs. Blanc and it was the first in Kent. A
couple of years later, the Group purchased a coach to
help with the transportation of the Scouts.
In 1999, the new Scouts Hall was opened.
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Tie the matching front and
back strips together in dou-
ble knots. Tie all.

Now you want to cut the
neck hole of the shirt into a
deeper scoop.

Cut the top of the shoul-
ders so that you now have
4 straps – 2 on either side of
the T- Shirt.

Tie the left front shoulder
to the right front shoulder
(think “halter top”). Do the
same for the back.

Ta Dah!! An easy no sew
bag!

No sew tote bag
You will need:

• Tshirt (solid or print is
fine). Use a LARGE adult
T shirt so that your bag
will be useful to carry
items larger than your
purse!

• Scissors

How to do it:

Lay your T Shirt flat, cut off
the neck band, the bottom
seam and the sleeves.

Cut from the bottom up
about 5″-8″ long, 3/4″ wide
strips all the way across the
width of the shirt (cut de-
pending on the variation of
fringe you want.

Pull each of the strips down
so that they curl inwards to-
wards each other.

This is a simple way to make
some super home made
candles for the living room
or garden.
You will need
• Glass jar or tumbler
• Water
• Plastic container (like

those from the bakery
section in store)

• Pack of birthday can-
dles

• Cooking oil
• Decorations – glass

pebbles, fish, sand etc.
• Scissors
Put pebbles or sand into the
glass/jar that you will be us-
ing. Fill almost to the top,
leaving 1” between the wa-
ter and top of the glass.

Cut a circle from the plastic
container – slightly smaller
than the internal dimension
of your glass or jar so that
it fits inside but has a small
space between the edge
of the plastic circle and the
glass.

Cut a small X in the centre
of the plastic circle. Break
up a candle and remove
the wax from the wick.

Soak the wick from the
candle in cooking oil. Feed
the wick through the X in
the plastic circle, exposing
enough to be lit.

Now place about 1- 2” of
cooking oil on the surface
of the water.
Light your candle!!!!

Floating
candles




